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Abstract.
This paper seeksto model changesin deep water production in the
eastern Mediterranean induced by changesin winter wind stress. An analysis of
individual monthly wind stress fields over the Mediterranean for 1980-1993 from

the SOC flux data set showsthat an intensificationof the winter mean (mainly
January) wind stressover the AegeanSea and Levantinebasin occurredin the
latter half of this period. A weakening of the Mistral occurred at the same time.
Two monthly wind stress climatologies were created using the 1980-1987 and
1988-1993 periods, and these were used to force an ocean general circulation model
of the Mediterranean, with climatological surface T,S relaxation. The Levantine

intermediatewater (LIW) dispersalpath in the Ionian is altered in the 1988-1993
experiment with no pathway to the Adriatic and, consequently,greatly reduced
exchangeat Otranto and a collapsein Adriatic deep water formation. In contrast,
there is an increased exchangeof LIW at the Cretan arc straits and enhanced
Aegean deep water production in the 1988-1993 experiment. Much more Aegean
water exits into the Levantine and Ionian basins as is shown by an east-west cross
sectionsouth of Crete, along a similar path to the Meteor cruisein 1995. Changesin
air-sea fluxes are diagnosedfrom the model showinga small increasein wintertime
cooling over the Aegean and reduced cooling over the Adriatic after 1987. While
the changesin air-sea fluxes are probably underrepresentedby this simulation, the
large changesinduced by the wind forcing suggestthis could be a mechanismin the
altered

thermohaline

state of the eastern

Mediterranean

since 1987.

the question of how the eastern basin freshwat{.rbudget may have changed. Air-sea flux changesover the
In the last few years it has been recognized that the
eastern basin, although not necessarilyconfinedto the
circulation and properties of waters in the MediterAegean, are an obviouscandidate. Data on evaporation
ranean Sea have been changing. The most notable
and precipitation are not, however, of a high quality,
change occurred in the eastern Mediterranean between
and small changesmight go undetectedfor long periods.
1.

Introduction

1987 and 1995, during which around 1/3 of the deep

eastern

basin was filled with

new waters

which formed

in the Aegean Sea, replacingolder waters which formed

Another

contribution

which is known

to have altered

is

the Nile River discharge,which has decreasedconsiderably sincethe constructionof the AswanDam. Bethoux

in the Adriatic basin [Roetheret al. , 1996; Klein et
et al. [1990],LeamanandSchott[1991]andRohlingand
al. , 1999]. The most conspicuous
featureof thesenew
Bryden[1992]haveall detecteda long-termincreasein
Aegean waters is their higher salinity, which leads to
the salinity of the waters of the westernMediterranean
whichmight be attributed to the reductionof river disCopyright 1999 by the American GeophysicalUnion.
chargefrom both the Nile and Eurasianriversdraining
through the Black Sea. However, the new deep water
Paper number 1999JC900130.
formation in the Aegean has occurredsuddenly,and we
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need a mechanismto explain the rapidity of the ob- formation sites, possibly enhancingconvectionin the
served change.
Aegean. Increasedsalinity at middepth would act to
It is now becomingacceptedthat the increasedsalin- promote deep convectionby destabilizingthe water colity below 1500 m in the eastern basin detected in 1995

umn.

must representthe rapid conversionof a large amount

An advantageof studyingthe changesin water forof Levantineintermediatewater (LIW) to formthe new mation with a modeling approachis that it is possible
Aegeanwater [Klein et al. , 1999]. Sucha conversionto consider each of the above effects in isolation to some
wouldinvolvea largesalt flux to the deepbut not neces- degree.This paper focuseson changesin wind stressas
sarily a simultaneouschangein the air-seafluxes. This a potential contributor to changesin eastern Meditersuggestionpredicts that the new deep waters should be
accompanied by a reduction in the amount of LIW in

ranean deepwater formation. This is the simplesteffect
to investigatebecausewind changesare easyto observe,

the eastern basin and evidencefor this is now being and recent work by Myers et al. [1998] has already
found [Roetheret al. , 1998]. The problemremains: demonstratedthe sensitivity of the Mediterranean therWhat kind of changesin forcingconditionswould have mohaline circulation to wind stress fields. Other work
been necessary to initiate the formation of the new
Aegeandeep waters between1987 and 19957
There is somemeteorologicalevidencethat the winters of the early 1990's, were anomalouslycold in the

is underway to considerchangesin the surfaceheat flux

field (P. Wu and K. Haines,Towardsan understanding
of deep water renewal in the eastern Mediterranean,
submittedto Journalof PhysicalOceanography,
1999).

In section 2 we show the monthly wind stressfields
easternMediterranean[Suret al. , 1993]. There have
been measurementsof decreasedprecipitationand in- over the entire Mediterranean basin from 1980-1993 on
the basisof an analysisof observationaldata compiled
creasingsalinity over the Aegean [Theochariset al.
1996]. It is evenpossiblethat someof thesechanges at SouthamptonOceanography
Centre [Joseyet al. ,
might be associatedwith large-scalechangesin North 1999]. These indicatesignificantchangesin average
Atlantic weatherpatterns, as manifestin the North At- winter winds over the Mediterranean from the 1980lantic Oscillation[Hurtell, 1995]. So far, there have 1987 period to the 1988-1993 period. In section 3 we
been no systematicinvestigations
of changesin mete- describea Mediterranean ocean circulation model, and

orological conditions over the entire Mediterranean for
the period in question. In this paper we will investigate the changesin wind stressover the Mediterranean
from a new data set compiledfrom COADS data. We
will then consider,using a numericalmodel, how these
observedchangesmay alter the Mediterranean thermohaline

section 4 showsresults from water formation experiments performed using the wind stressfields from the

earlier (1980-1987)and later (1988-1993)periods. In
section5 we look at the changesin surfaceheat and

freshwater
fluxeswhichhaveaccompanied
theseexperiments. In section 6, results are shown from a full in-

circulation.

terannual experimentrunning from 1980 to 1993, and
There are three waysin whichalteredmeteorologicalconclusions
and further discussion
are presentedin secconditionsmight affectthe deepwater propertiesof the tion ?.
eastern

Mediterranean:

1. A changein evaporation
andprecipitation
(includ- 2. Wind Stress Fields, 1980-1993

ing river runoff) would changethe easternbasin freshThe wind stressfields presentedhere have been subwater balance but would ahnost certainly need to be
sustainedfor severalyearsto producea largeeffect. Salt settedfrom the individualmonthlydata set, covering
budgets[Klein et al. , 1999]showthat whilechanges the period1980-1993,usedto producethe Southampton
Centre(SOC) air-seaheat and momenin excessevaporation may be important, they cannot Oceanography
by themselvesproducethe significantsalt changesthat tum flux climatology[Joseyet al. , 1999]. They have
have been seenin the Eastern Mediterraneandeepwa- been generatedfrom ship meteorologicalreports conters.
tainedin the Comprehensive
Ocean-Atmosphere
Dataset
la
(COADSla)
[Woodruff
et
al.
,
1993]
using
the
bulk
2. A changein heat fluxesaroundthe northernedge
of the basins in winter could alter the main convection

site to the Aegean. However, the enhancedheat fluxes
would need to be repeated over a number of winters to
produce the large-scaleand lasting changesobserved.
Here the circulationchangesmight be expectedto occur
after water formation, particularly at the Cretan arc
straits, as the new deep waters disperse.
3. Finally, a change in wind conditions would alter the upper and intermediatewater circulationpaths.
These circulationchangesoccurbeforedeepconvection
each winter, and would then feedbackon deep water
production by altering the hydrography at the water

formula

- pClwl(w,

Wy),

(1)

where r, w are the wind stressand speedrespectively
and subscriptsx and y denote zonal and meridional
components.Here Pa = 1.2 kg m-3 is the surfaceair
density,and CD is a stabilitydependentdragcoefficient
determinedusingthe neutral relationshipsuggested
by
Smith[1980]andthe stabilitydependentprofilesof Edson et al. [1991]. The subsettedfieldsconsistof the
northward and eastward componentof wind stresson
a 1ø latitude by 1ø longitudegrid from -10øE to 40øE
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Figure 2. Plot of the regionswherethe wind stressamplitude is examined: GOL, Gulf Of Lions, ADR, Adriatic Sea, AEG, AegeanSea, and RG, RhodesGyre.

However, the choice has also been motivated by the
hydrographic observationsreported by Roether et al.

[1996]whichsuggestthat winter 1987-1988is the earliest date at which the intrusion

of bottom

waters from

the Aegean Sea, observedin the January 1995 cruise,
may have started.

We have investigated the interannual variability in
Figure 1. SOC wind stresses,
averagedover (a) 1980- wind stressin four regionsin which convectionis known
1987 and (b) 1988-1993.
to occur: the Gulf of Lions, Adriatic Sea, Aegean Sea,
and Rhodes Gyre. The climatologicalmean annual cycle in wind

stress and direction

for each of the four

and from 30øN to 50øN for each month from January regions(indicatedin Figure 2) is shownin Figure 3.
1980 to December 1993 inclusive. An extension of the
The strongestforcing is observedover the Gulf of Lions,
data set to 1994-1995was generatedat a late stage in where the wind stressis persistently directed toward the
our analysis using early releaseCOADS data. We have southeastwith a magnitudeof the orderof 0.09 N m-2
made use of the additional

data

in the observational

in winter, droppingto 0.03 N m-2 in summer.In con-

analysis discussedbelow but not in the model experi- trast the wind forcing of the Adriatic is relatively weak
ments.

(note the vectorsin Figure 3 for this regionhavebeen

Analysis of the individual monthly wind stressfields scaledup by a factorof 2) and showsa seasonal
variabilshows a clear intensification
of the winter mean wind
ity in direction, shiftingtoward the northwestin midaustress over the Aegean Sea and Levantine Basin be- tumn. The peak wind stress in the Adriatic, 0.025 N
tween the early to mid-1980s and the late 1980sto early m-2, occurs
in December
andthe meanaveraged
over
1990s. This change is evident in plots of the winter

mean (DJF) wind stressfor the two periods1980-1987
and 1988-1993,shownin Figuresla and lb. These show
a strengtheningof the northerly wind stressvaluesover

Gulfof Lions '

'

the Aegeanfrom 0.07 to 0.10 N m-2 betweenthe two

winter

mean field over the Eastern

•>

, :

periods. In contrast, there is little changein the wind
forcingof the Adriatic Seaand a slightweakeningof the
Mistral forcing of the Gulf of Lions. We note that the
1980-1987

•).1 N/r•2
ß

Mediter-

ranean is similar to those found in the climatological

analysesof May [1982]and Hellermanand Rosenstein
[1983],which are basedon data coveringthe periods
1950-1970and 1870-1976,respectively.This suggests

i /

:.'"

that it is the 1988-1993 period which is climatologically
atypical. Closer examination reveals that January is
the most persistently anomalousmonth although contributions from February 1992 and February 1993 are
also significant.

Jan

Mar

The choice of winter

1987-1988

as the transition

be-

Aegean

ß

O.1 Nlra
2

.

May

Jul

Sep

Nov

Figure 3. The climatologicalmean annual cycle in
tween the two periods considered is somewhat arbi- wind stressand direction for each of the four regions'
trary as the time seriesdiscussedbelow show that the (a) Gulf of Lions, (b) Adriatic, (c) Aegean,and (d)
changein wind forcingtook place over severalwinters. Rhodes Gyre.
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Figure 4. Time seriesof the monthlymeananomalous
windstressamplitude,smoothedusing
a threemonthrunningaverage,
for eachof the [ourregions:(a) Gulf of Lions,(b) Adriatic,(c)
Aegean,and (d) RhodesGyre.

in later
the wholeyearis 0.012N m-2, whichcompares
with hasa tendencytowardlowerpeakwindstresses
0.055 N m-2 for the Gulf of Lionsand 0.033 N m-• for years,whilenocleartrendis foundfortheAdriatic.
the AegeanSea. In the Aegeanthe wind stressis gener-

Thesemonthlywindstressdatawerelinearlyinterpo-

modelofthe
ally directedtowardthe southandthereis a noticeable latedontoa 1/4øgridto forcea numerical
semiannualcyclewith the strongeststresses,
of the order of 0.05 N m-•, occurringin Januaryand February
and July- September. Finally, note that the forcing
over the Rhodes gyre is similar in magnitudeto that
for the Aegeanbut directedtowardthe southeast.
Time series of the monthly mean anomalouswind
stressamplitudewerecalculatedby taking the difference between the actual wind stress and the long-term
mean for each month. The time seriesof this, smoothed

Mediterranean Sea. When the data are usedfor forcing,

a linearinterpolation
betweeneachmonthis alsoused.
We did not attemptto increase
the strengthof the peak
windsto providethe correctmonthlyaverages,
asdone
by Killworth[1996].
3. Model and Experimental

Details

An ocean general circulationmodel (OGCM) was

usinga 3 monthrunningaverage,is shownin Figure4 usedto investigatethe possibleresponseof the Mediter(with the relevantregionsindicatedin Figure2). The ranean Sea to changes in the wind stress patterns.
time seriesfor the Aegeanshowspositivemonthlywind The model used was the Modular Ocean Model Array

stressanomaliesof up to 0.05 N m-2 towardthe end (MOMA) primitive equationcode.The codewasdevelof the period considered.As one might expect,a simi- oped by D. Webb and D. Stevens, and includes a free
lar trend is seenover the adjacent Rhodes Gyre region surfacescheme[Killworthet al. , 1991]. The Mediteralthough the anomaliesare somewhatsmaller in mag- ranean version of the code is describedby Myers et al.
nitude. There is some indication that the Gulf of Lions
[1998],and it includesadditionalimprovements
includ-
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ing a Gent and Mc Williams[1990]eddy parameteriza- mation,whichoccurredbetween1987and 1995[Roether
tion anda flux limitingadvectioncode[Stratford,1999]. et al. , 1996],couldhavebeenpartly initiated by wind
The resolutionis 1/4 ø with 19 verticallevelsand it cov- changes.
ers the whole Mediterranean basin including a small
Atlantic box to allow free exchangeat Gibraltar. This
model has been used to successfullymodel the thermohaline circulation of the Mediterranean using climato-

4. The Dispersal Pathways of
Intermediate
and Deep Waters

Water mass distributions depend critically on the dislogicalwinds [Myerset al. , 1998]and alsoto examine
persal
pathways of the water masses after formation.
water budgetsin the Levantineunderflux forcing(P.G.

Myers and K. Haines, Seasonaland interannual variability in a model of the Mediterranean under flux forcing,
submittedto Journal of PhysicalOceanography,
1998).
In the runs to be discussedhere, the surface fluxes
of heat and freshwater are not imposed, but instead
relaxation of surface temperature T and salinity S to
an observed climatology is used. Although heat and
freshwater fluxes are not specifiedor controlled, the implied fluxes are derived a posteriori and are shown to
be quite realistic on large scales. The surface T and S
we use for relaxation vary monthly and are taken from
the Mediterranean Oceanographic Data Base, Version

Here we investigate the dispersal pathways of eastern
Mediterranean water massesusing salinity on isopycnal
surfacesas a tracer. These diagnosticsshowclear differences in circulation

under

the two different

wind

stress

forcings.
4.1.

Intermediate

Water

Dispersal

Figure 5 showssalinity on the 29.00 isopycnalsurface,
the characteristic density of LIW formed in the model.
Annual average values are shown from the final year
of the integrations. From the Rhodes Gyre the LIW
spreads westward into the Ionian Sea. Under the 1980-

5 (MODB5) [Brasseuret al. , 1996].The salinityrelax- 1987 forcing (Figure 5a), there are two separatepathation is much weaker than the temperature relaxation,

ways along which the LIW dispersesin the Ionian. One
enabling the subsurfacesalinity profiles, and hencethe branch takes the LIW into the southern Ionian, toward
model's own circulation, to determine the amounts and the Strait of Sicily and into the western basin. A secdensity of the deep waters formed in the model each ond branch takes a northwestward direction along the
winter.
This is the freedom which we use here to dewest coastof Greece,through the Strait of Otranto and
termine sensitivity in dense water formation to inter- into the Adriatic Sea. These pathways are in general
annually varying winds. The main set of experiments agreementwith those describedby Malanotte-Rizzoli
performed with the model is described below.

et al. [1997],althoughour path toward Sicily is more
southerly and not as direct. However, with 1988-1993

3.1.
The

Spin-Up
model

Phase
was initialized

with

MODB5

data

at all

model levels and then spun up for 20 years using a

monthly varying wind climatologybasedon the 8 year
averageSOC windsfrom 1980-1987inclusive.After 20
years the circulation and air-sea fluxes show that the
model has settled into a fairly consistent annual cycle
with little drift in water properties formed each year.
3.2.

Period

Experiments

Experiment 1A continues the spin-up run for a further 20 years using the 1980-1987 wind climatology to
make 40 years of total integration. Experiment lB takes
the 20 year spin-up fields and continuesthe integration
for 20 more years using a 6 year averagemonthly climatology made up of winds from 1988-1993inclusive. The
final years of these two experiments are compared to

wind forcing(Figure 5b), there is only oneLIW dispersal pathway apparent, directly through the central and
southern Ionian Sea toward Sicily. As a result, there is
reducedsalt transport into the Adriatic Sea. The salin-

ity of the LIW at Otranto decreases
from .-• 38.85 under
the 1980-1987forcingto • 38.70-38.75 under the 19881993forcing,closeto the • 38.70 foundby Klein et al.
[1999]for this period. There is alsoa reductionin the
averagesalinityacrossthe easternMediterraneanon the
29.00 isopycnalsurfaceof between 0.01 and 0.02 practical salinity units (psu) betweenthe earlier and later
period experimentswith a compensatingsmall temperature reduction of around 0.05øC. The salinity change

between runs is much larger than the salinity variance
on the LIW surface within each experiment: of the order of 0.004 psu. This is consistentwith the work of

Roetheret al. [1998],whosuggesta significantdilution
causinga coolingand fresheningof LIW in the later

period.
The LIW pathways in the western basin are similar
between the two periods, but in the later period, there
appears to be an increase in the salinity in the Tyrrhenian Sea and a reduced penetration of salinity into the
Balearic Sea, west of Sardinia, on the 29.00 isopycnal.
sourcesof climatologicalwindsby Myers et al. [1998]. The increased salinity in the Tyrrhenian of around 0.04
The experiments here are focused on whether the ob- psu is probably the result of accumulation of LIW, beservedchangesin the eastern Mediterranean water for- cause we found no evidence of a consistentchange in

determine differences in intermediate water dispersion
and deep water formation.
The aim of these experiments is to assessthe impact of wind changeson the thermohaline circulation of
the Mediterranean. A sensitivity of the Mediterranean
OGCM to winds has already been shown with different
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Figure 5. Annuallyaveraged
salinityalongthe 29.00isopycnal
forthe (a) 1980-1987
periodand
(b) 1988-1993
period.The contour
intervalis 0.04practical
salinityunits(psu).

freshwater exchangebetween the eastern and western salinity of water in the northern Ionian is reducedby
basins at the Strait of Sicily from the final years of the a similar amountin the later period (Figure 5b). The
deep outflow from the Adriatic is therefore also much
two experiments.
fresher(by 0.05- 0.1), consistentwith the reducedsalt
4.2. Deep Water Formation Sites
transport to the deep convection site.
The changesin LIW path and the resultingchangein
The main impact of the altered dispersalof the LIW
Adriatic
water formation are also reflected in the strait
is on the deep water formation in the Adriatic. The
fluxes,
particularly
at Otranto. The mean volumetranswater formed here is lessdenseduring the later period
port
at
Otranto
in
the 1980-1987 experiment is 0.51
run, as shownin Figure 6. The densityof water at the
Sv,
compared
to
0.34
Sv in the 1988-1993 experiment
core of the deep convectionsite is only 29.16 in February during the later period (Figure 6b), comparedto (Roetheret al. [1994]estimate0.34-0.1 Sv). The fresh29.23 in the earlierperiod (Figure 6a). This difference water flux out of the Adriatic in 1980-1987 is 8x10 -4

to only2.5x 10-4 Svin the 1988-1993
exis entirely due to a salinity reductionin the Adriatic of Sv,compared
periment.
The
Adriatic
outflow
also
does
not
spread
0.1 psu from the earlier to the later period, the temperatures in the Adriatic remaining unchanged. The nearly as far south in the Ionian basin, as illustrated
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modeldifferencementionedabove)beingadvectedinto
the Adriatic in the late 1980sand early 1990s,whichis

Cross-Sectionof Sigma-t

consistent

50

150

28.97
250

E

with

these model results.

No evidencewas found to suggestany changein the
properties(Figure 8) or density of waters within the
AegeanSea betweenthe two runs, unlike in the observationswherethere is a large increasein salinity (0.2)
in the Aegean[Klein et al. , 1999]. However,Figure 7 showsthat water from the Aegeanis much more
widespreadin the later period. $alinities greater than
38.775 psu fill the area south of Crete and the northern
Levantine. In the Ionian the 38.725 psu contour covers

29.13

more of the region southwestof Crete, while a sharp

550

front with the older Adriatic

waters runs across the Io-

nian around latitude 35.5øN. The salinity is reducedin
the northern Ionian comparedto the earlier run because
the Adriatic outflowis fresher. The greaterextent of the

650
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850

3
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17

Grid-Point

Cross-Sectionof Sigma-t

Aegeanwatersmay suggestan increasein outflowfrom
the Aegean. However,the Adriatic outflow is also less
dense in the later period, so it is possiblethat on the
29.17 isopycnal,the Aegeanwater is simplyretaining
its characteristic salinity over a wider area becauseit is
not mixing as strongly with water of a similar density
from a different

source.

To test these suggestions,we can look at the transports through the western and eastern straits of the

50

Aegean, to the west and east of Crete. In 1980-1987
the easternstraits have 1.73 Sv of inflowto the Aegean
(mainly near the surface)and 0.71Sv of outflowfrom
the Aegean (mainly at depth). In contrast, in 19881993 there is 1.82 Sv of inflow but 1.01 Sv of outflow,
a considerableincreasein the mainly deep outflow. At
the western straits in 1980-1987, there is 0.32 Sv of inflow and 1.34 Sv of outflow, while in 1988-1993 there

150

250

•

CIRCULATION

350

2.9.17

Q' 450

is 0.63 Sv of inflow and 1.44 Sv of outflow.

So while

the net water flux, east to west followingthe general
cycloniccirculation, through the Aegean,has decreased
in the later period, the net exchangeof the Aegeanwith
the Levantine and Ionian has considerablyincreasedin

55O

650

750

the later period. We can also look at the net freshwa-

85O

the 1980-1987 period, there was a freshwater outflow of

ter transport from the Aegeanthrough both straits. In
1

3

5

7

9

11

13

15

17

4x10-4 Sv, whichincreased
to 5.3x 10-4 Svin the 1988-

1993 period. The fact that the Aegeanis a net sourceof
freshwateris due to the strongfresheningin the north
Figure 6. Crosssectionof densityerrthrough the Adri- due to the Bosphorousinput from the Black Sea. There
atic for the final Februaryfor (a) period I (1980-1987)
and (b) period 2 (1988-1993). The contourinterval is is a net heat transport into the Aegean which remains
virtually unchangedbetween the 2 experiments. Thus
0.02 kg m-3.
there is a reduction in the net transport of buoyancy
into the Aegeanfrom the earlier to the later period, despite the increase in strait transports. We will look at
by the annually averaged salinity on the 29.17 isopy- the correspondingsurfacefluxes in section 5.
cnal surfacefrom the two runs (Figure 7). The very
Roetheret al. [1996]detecteda shiftin the formation
fresh deep water in the northern Ionian in Figure 7b site of eastern deep waters between 1987 and 1995 from
reflectsthe reduced LIW transport and resultant fresh- salinity crosssectionsjust south of Crete, acrossthe Ioening of waters emerging from the Adriatic. Observa- nian and Levantinebasins(seetheir Figure 1.4). We
tions by Klein et al. [1999]alsosuggesta reductionin can compare our model results with these observations
the amount of salt (by about 0.1 psu, similar to the by plotting salinityalonga similarcrosssection(Figure
Grid-Point
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Figure 7. Annuallyaveraged
salinityalongthe 29.17isopycnal
forthe (a) 1980-1987
periodand
(b) 1988-1993period. The contourintervalis 0.05 psu.

9). The positionof the crosssectionis shownin the in- be pointed out that the changesshown here are much
set. The plot in Figure 9a is for March at the end of the smallerthan thosefoundby Roetheret al. [1996].We
will discuss some reasons for this in section

?.

1980-1987 experiment, and, similarly, the plot in Figure 9b is for the 1988-1993 experiment. The difference
betweenthe two salinity distributionsin the vicinity of
Crete is striking. The 1988-1993periodshowsa significant salinity maximum at depthsof 750-1350m to the
east of Crete and a smaller salinity maximum to the
west of Crete. Perhaps even more important, the intermediate and deep water in both the Ionian and Levantine is saltier down to 2000 m comparedto 1980-1987.
In 1980-1987,to the west of Crete, there is a regionof
saline water at shallower depths of 300-800 m, showing that there wasAegeanoutflowin the earlierperiod,

the 1988-1993 experiment. The amount of redistribution at the end of the 20 year run is consistent with a
mean reduction in salinity of 0.009 psu for waters between 140 and 500 m and an increaseof 0.005 psu below

but it remained at shallower depths. Of course,it must

500 m (whereone standarddeviationfrom the meanis

To study the overall freshwaterbudget of the eastern
Mediterranean, we can compare the total salt content
of the two runs. We find that there is a negligiblediffer-

encein the total easternfreshwaterbudget (consistent
with no changein Sicily transports),but there is a redistributionof salt from the upper 500 m (surfaceand
intermediatewaters) to the deepwaters (500 m-F) in
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Fluxes

The surface heat and freshwater fluxes, which were
necessaryfor the maintenanceof the surfacewater properties, can be calculated a posteriori. Although these
experimentsare designedto showchangesin thermohaline flows particularly induced by wind stresschanges,
we do not have direct control of fluxes, because of the
relaxation forcing, so their impact on the final results
must be carefully assessed.Table I showsthese fluxes,
averagedover the last 10 years,for the two experiments,
for each of five regions. The basin average values for

650

both the heat flux and evaporation- precipitation are

generallyconsistentwith observedclimatologicalvalues

85O

of theseproperties,asreportedin previouswork [Myers
et al. , 1998].
1 O5O

1
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Grid-Point

There are only minor changes in the surface heat
loss, except in the Adriatic Sea, where a decreasein
surfacecooling occurredbetween 1980-1987 and 19881993, suggestingthat less deep water is being formed
and that there is a decreasein the density of the deep

water. With lessinflow of LIW (Figure 5), there is a
decreasein surface fresh water gain over the Adriatic

SalinitySection

in the later period, consistentwith the behavior of the
restoringboundary conditionswhen there is lesssalt in
the surface layer.
The Aegean Sea showsvirtually no changein annual

550

surface

25O

heat

loss but

an increase

in surface

flesh

wa-

ter gain of around 30% in the 1988-1993period. This
is consistent with the increased transport of freshwater

out of the Aegean through the strait, describedin section 4. However, this result is puzzling becauseit does
not explain the increasedAegean deep water formation
which has clearly taken place in the later period. To understand what is happening we need to look at Table 2
, which showsthe breakdown of fluxes over the Aegean

450

850

into winter (December,Januaryand February(DJF)),
and the other 9 months of the year, for the two exper-

iments (all fluxesare averagedover the last 10 years).
We find an increasein heat lossfrom the Aegeanin win-

ter equivalentto about 11.4 W m-2 in the 1988-1993
1

4

7

10

13

16

19

22

25

28

31

Grid-Point

period. It is this heat loss which is responsiblefor the
conversionof more LIW into Aegeandeepwaters which
then

flow

out

into

the

Ionian

and

Levantine

between

Figure 8. Annually averagedsalinity along an east- 500 and 2000 in depth. The extra heat loss in winter
west transect(path shownin inset) within the lower is, however,compensatedby extra heat gain during the
Aegeanfor the (a) 1980-1987periodand (b) 1988-1993 rest of the year, so that the signal of the increase in
period. The contour interval is 0.02 psu.
Aegean deep water formation does not appear in the
annual averages. The winter E-P seasonaldifferences
are much smaller and do not contribute significantlyto
the new water

formation

in the model.

0.005 and 0.003 psu, respectively),betweenthe 19801987 and 1988-1993 experiments. These changesare in
the same direction but much smaller than the observa-

6. Interannual

Experiment

A final experiment was carried out using the full intionsof Klein et al. [1999]whofind an averagesalinity
changeof 0.14 psu below1200m. This redistribution terannual winds for the 14 years from 1980-1993. In
processtakesplacein the Aegean,as will be shownin this experiment the model fields from the end of the
section

5.

spin-up period were used as initial conditions, and the
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Figure 9. Crosssectionof salinityacross
the Levantine
andIonianfor the final Marchfor (a)
periodI (1980-1987)and (b) period2 (1988-1993).The contourintervalis 0.02 psu.

model was run for 14 years with full interannual winds

In this experiment, after 1987, salinity on the 29.00

(linearly interpolatedmonthly) from 1980-1993inclu- isopycnalis strongly reduced acrossthe whole of the
sive. It is lesseasyto draw strongconclusionsabout the easternbasin(Figure10), consistent
with the periodexchangebetween 1987 and 1988 from this experimentbe- perimentsand the calculations
of Roetheret al. [1998].
causethere is considerableinterannual variability, par- The LIW dispersalpathwaysare lessclearfrom isopycticularly in the intermediate water pathways. However, nal diagnostics
(only2 yearsshown,Figure10),withthe
severalof the integral measuresof water production,in- southernIonian pathwayshowingup distinctlyin only a
cluding strait and surfacefluxes, are consistentwith the few years. The northern pathway to the Adriatic exists
period experiments.

most years, although not always as a coherentcurrent.
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Table 1. SurfaceHeat and FreshwaterFluxes for Our Experiments,AveragedOver the Last 10
Years of Each Run.

Experiment

1980-1987
1988-1993

Heat Flux

E-P

W m-•'

cmyr-•

MED

WMED

EMED

ADR

AEG

MED

-6.5
-6.3

-9.7
-10.2

-2.1
-1.9

-36.8
-30.9

-9.1
-9.0

78
76

WMED
96
100

EMED

ADR

AEG

69
64

-21
-5

-14
-18

Regional abbreviations' MED, basin average; WMED, the western Mediterranean; EMED, the eastern

Mediterranean(includingthe Adriatic and Aegean);ADR, the Adriatic; and AEG, the Aegean. E-P, evaporation - precipitation.

However, salt transport into the Adriatic does decrease because of the increased interannual variability which

from the early yearsto the later years (by about a fac- masks the mean water pathways.
tor of 3, from 0.011 to 0.004 Sv), includingsomeyears
where the net freshwatertransport changessign. This is 7. Discussion
and Conclusions
associatedwith the formation of a strong front outside
Roether et al. [1996] found evidencefor a signifiof the Adriatic, related to the changein wind derection
in the late 1980s and early 1990s. This leads to a de- cant change in the deep water properties in the eastern
that occurred between cruises in 1987
crease in the salinity in the Adriatic of 0.07- 0.08 psu Mediterranean
after 1987 (closeto that shownin Figure 6) (Table 3). and 1995. This was caused by a shift of deep water forAs a result of this, there is a clear decreasein excess mation to the Aegean, whose waters have filled about
precipitation over the Adriatic basin between 1987 and 1/3 of the deepeasternbasin. An openquestionis the
1988 (Table 4) after 1987. This is a key signalof reduced sourceof the additional salinity to the Aegean to allow
Adriatic deep convection. This leads to a decreasein for the formation of these new densesaltier deep waters.
meanoutflowat Otranto (Table3) with the outflowalso Suggestionsfor the extra salt source include external

decreasingin salinity, althoughthere is significantinter- changesthroughthe freshwaterbudgetand/or internal
changesthrough the redistribution of salt. Roether et
is not hydraulicallycontrolledand is stronglyinfluenced al. [1996]suggestthat to get the observedAegeansalt
increase,an increasein E-P of 20 cm yr-1 maintained
by winds.
Over the Aegean,there is consistentlya greaterheat over the period 1987-1995 would be needed over the enloss in winter (DJF) in the years 1988-1993than in tire eastern basin, and the meteorologicalevidencedoes
1980-1987,as can also be seenin Table 4. The average not support such a large change.
However, the meteorological data does show that a
valuefor 1988-1993is approximately-99 W m-2 while
for 1980-1987it is only approximately-90 W ra-2 significant change in the wind stressesin winter ocAs with the periodexperimentsthis is the signatureof curred over the Mediterranean, between pre-1987 and
increasedconvection and deep water production in win- post-1988. Results in section 2, particularly, show there
ter. We might expect to seechangesin the Aegeanout- was a significant strengthening of the winter winds over
flow associatedwith increasedconvectivewinter cooling the Aegean Sea after 1987. Changesin wind stresshave
after 1987, but as with the Otranto strait transports, been previously shown to have significant effects on inthe winds produce strong variability, which masks any termediatewater pathways[Myerset al. , 1998]. These
consistent transport signal at the Cretan arc straits. pathways are crucial for transporting LIW to the deep
Plots of salinity on the 29.17 isopycnal(not shown)are convection sites around the Mediterranean, so we have
also less informative than for the period experiments examined the impact of the observedwind changeson
annual variability in outflow volume becausethe strait

a model

of the thermohaline

circulation.

Two monthly wind climatologies were created, one
Table

2. Surface Heat Flux

for the

Final 10 Years of Our Experiments,

with the winds from 1980 to 1987 and the second from

1988 to 1993, from the observed SOC wind data set.

over the Aegean,for Winter and for

These

the Rest of the Year.

force an ocean general circulation model of the Mediterranean, each for a period of 20 years. In the 1980-1987
experiment, LIW is dispersedalong two paths in the Ionian, toward the Adriatic and westward toward Sicily.
Significant amounts of salt reach the Adriatic, encouraging strong deep convection in winter and the forma-

Heat Flux, W m-2
Experiment

DJF

Rest of Year

-92.0
-103.4

18.4
22.4

_

1980-1987
1988-1993

DJF, December, January, and February.

two

different

tion of dense waters.

wind

Little

stress fields

water

were

formation

used

to

occurs in

the Aegean with only small amountsof Cretan Interme-
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Figure 10. Annuallyaveragedsalinityalongthe 29.00isopycnalfor a) year 3 of the integration
(July 1982-- June1983)andb) year11of the integration(July1990- June1991). The contour
interval is 0.05 psu.

transportat
diate Water (CIW) emergingfrom the westernstraits monthsof -• 11.4 W m-2 and increased
the Cretan arc straits. A salinity sectionto the south
of Crete (Figure 9) alsoshowsthe export of considerpath occurs.The westwardLIW path acrossthe Ionian ably more Aegeanwater which sinksto greaterdepths
remains,leadingto few changesat Sicilyand in the over- in the Ionian and Levantine basins. A comparisonof
all freshwaterbudgetof the easternbasin. However,the the eastern basin salt content shows a mean reduction
LIW pathway to the Adriatic is greatly reduced,and, in salinity of 0.009 psu for waters between 140 and 500
consequently,
lesssalt is transportedinto the northern m and an increaseof 0.005 psu below 500 m, between
Ionian. As a result, Adriatic deep water production is the 1980-1987and 1988-1993experiments.A numberof
also greatly curtailed, and the densestwater emerging featuresin the observedchangesduringthe post-1987
at shallow depths.
In the 1988-1993 period run a major changein LIW

from the Otranto straits is much fresher and less dense.

period are not seen in the model. The transfer of salt to

In contrast,there is an increasein the export of dense deeperlevelsis lessthan in observations,
andthe signifAegeanwatersin the 1988-1993period. The signature icant increasein salinity in the Aegeanis not produced.
of more Aegean water productionis indicatedby in- Hencethe salinity of the outflowingwatersis not sufcreasedcoolingover the Aegeanin the winter (DJF) ficiently increased,and thus they occupya middepth
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Table 3. Annual Mass Transport Through the Strait of Otranto in Sverdrups, Salinity of
the Outflowing Water, and the Average Salinity Within the Adriatic During the Interannual
Experiment.
Period
July
July
July
July
July
July
July
July
July
July
July
July
July

19801981 1982 1983198419851986198719881989199019911992-

June
June
June
June
June
June
June
June
June
June
June
June
June

Otranto Mass Transport

Salinity of Otranto Outflow

0 4O

38 63

38.56

0 5O
0 44

38 61

38.56

38 59

O52

38 61

38.55
38.55

0 48

38 59

0 45

38 63

38.55
38.55

0 42

38 63

38.55

0 4O

38 59

38.53

032

38 59

38.53

0 39

38 55

042

38 53

0 38

38 54

0.29

38 52

38.52
38.51
38.49
38.48

1981
1982
1983
1984
1985
1986
1987
1988
1989
1990
1991
1992
1993

Adriatic Salinity

Note the downward trend in all quantities over time.

positionin the water columnrather than sinkingto the ever, we do not control surfacefluxesin the model, and
bottom.
small but significant changesin surfacefluxes do acAn interannual experimentusingmonthly windsfrom. companythe changesin deep water productionin the
all the 14 years from 1980 to 1993 showsthat broadly model. There is no reason why the mechanismof alsimilar changesin water production occurred around tered hydrographyshouldnot alter the deepwater for1987-1988. Air-sea fluxes over the Adriatic and Aegean mation sites even if fixed surface fluxes were imposed.
showsuddenchangesat this time (Table4) althoughthe However, such an experiment, with altered wind but
diagnosticsof water distributionsare more ambiguous the same fluxes, would be even more idealized than
becauseof large interannual variationsin water distri- that performed. The altered winds seen in Figure 1
would undoubtedly lead to altered air-sea fluxes over
butions caused by the varying winds.
This experiment has focusedon changesin deep wa- the Mediterranean, probably of a considerablygreater
ter production over the Mediterranean initiated by ob- magnitudethan thoseseenin our model.
The change in eastern basin deep water production
served changesin winter wind stress. The mechanism
being emphasizedis the altered pathways of interme- site from the Adriatic to the Aegean after 1987 is clearly
diate water which in turn alter the hydrography at the initiated in our model by the mechanism of modified
sitesof winter time coolingand hencealter the deepwa- hydrography,which we describeand is fully consistent
ter formation sites and water properties formed. The with observationsfrom the Mediterranean Sea. Clearly,
observedchangesin winds seenafter 1987 do occur in important changesin air-sea fluxes are also part of the
early winter (mainlyJanuary),whichis consistent
with mechanism which would need to be treated to fully remodifyinghydrographyprior to water formation. How- produce the results observed in the 1995 Meteor cruise

Table 4. Adriatic Annual FreshwaterFlux and Aegean Winter Heat Flux
During the Interannual Experiment.

Period
July
July
July
July
July
July
July
July
July
July
July
July
July

1980 1981 1982 1983 1984 1985 1986 19871988 1989 1990 1991 1992 -

June 1981
June 1982
June 1983
June 1984
June 1985
June 1986
June 1987
June 1988
June 1989
June 1990
June 1991
June 1992
June 1993

AdriaticE-P, cm yr-•

AegeanDJF Heat Flux, W m-2

-25
-30
-26
-26
-26
-30
-29
-16
-18
-17
-17
-17
-18

-100
-95
-86
-92
-87
-88
-84
-90
-95
-103
-98
-103
-106

Note the significant changesthat occur between 1987 and 1988.
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hydrography, circulation and water mass pathways during POEM Phase I, POEM scientific report •11, Phys.
the observedchangesin winter windsfrom 1980to 1993
Oceanog. of the East. Mediter., Boston, Mass., 1997.
producedchanges
in both intermediatewaterpathways May, P. W., Climatological flux estimates in the Mediterand deep water production sites which are consistent ranean Sea, Part I, Winds and wind stresses,NORDA
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and we thereforeproposethis mechRep. 5d, 57 pp., Nav. Ocean Res. and Dev. Activ.,
Stennis Space Center, Miss., 1982.
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